AF WingMoms
PS&E for those with a loved one in the USAF BMT
http://afwm.org

TRS DG (Discussion Groups)

Friends, you can find lots of new friends who will quickly become part of your awesome AFWM family in
our TRS DG’s!! If there’s anyone that needs some PS&E {Positive Support & Encouragement} then the
TRS DG’s are the place to be!!
One of the coolest things about AFWM is our closed discussion groups (on Facebook). Are you ready to
get connected? Here's how:
1. Every week, on our Facebook page, we post a comment with an image (The image says
"ATTENTION, AFWM RECRUITS - SHOUT OUT YOUR TRS/FLT!!!)
2. READ the information in the post and follow the directions!
3. No really. READ the information in the post and follow the directions! {{{HUGS}}}
4. We'll set up the new DG's based on your comments to the post.
5. The current DG links are on the Facebook page linked below.
Here are the rules:
1. Visit the Facebook page linked below, find YOUR TRS & FLT and visit that page.
2. Once on the page for your FLT, look in the upper right click request to join. (Yes, you have to have
a Facebook account to join a DG.)
3. Once you do that an admin will typically approve you within about 48 hours. Please be patient…we
screen the requests to ensure that MTI's etc. are not requesting to join.
4. We are all volunteers and many of us work jobs outside of our homes so we do the best we can to
get y’all connected.
5. If you have any concerns within your group just message one of the admins listed for your group.
They are there to help and guide you on your journey.
6. Have fun!!!

AFWM TRS Discussion Groups

These are the volunteer senior admins for each TRS DG....
The 320 TRS is headed up by Kari
The 321 TRS is headed up by Amy
The 322 TRS is headed up by Brenda
The 323 TRS is headed up by Teresa
The 331 TRS is headed up by Rhonda
The 324/Det-5 TRS is headed up by Joely
AFWM Wall Admins: Lisa, Ashley, Julie, Kate, Phaedra & Tara
Click HERE to see the individual TRS Discussion Group links!
AFWM also has specialized discussion groups that you may want to consider joining.
These groups are:
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Med Hold http://afwm.org
DG ~ An AFWM group providing information and support to families with loved ones receiving
medical assistance due to injuries during training.
Med Hold Admins: Julie, Jeanie, Cindy ==> Here is the LINK for the Facebook page for Med Hold.
Pre-TRS DG ~ This AFWM group is for recruits and their families to join while waiting to ship to BMT.
Pre-TRS Admin: Julie ==> Here is the LINK for the Facebook page for Pre-TRS DG.
AFWM Spouse Discussion Group ~ This group is for spouses of loved ones currently at BMT.
AFWM Spouse DG Admin: Kelsey & Riley ==> Here is the LINK for the Facebook page for AFWM
Spouse DG.
AFWM Prays ~ This is a group for AFWM members who enjoy having prayer support during training.
AFWM Prays Admin: Heather & Caron ==> Here is the LINK for the Facebook page for AFWM Prays.

Don't forget the three pieces of info we need you to leave in a comment if you are waiting to
be approved into any of our groups! (((hugs))) and thanks so much for being here!! ? lisa
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